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Securence - the perfect Front End Solution for Office 365   
 

Add instant email access and availability given any kind of MS 365 outage 

– with  Securence Continuity 
 

When Microsoft 365 becomes unavailable for any reason, simply login to your Securence Continuity account 

to access and send email.  The fact that you’ve switched over to Securence is completely transparent to your 

email recipients — your sent messages continue to appear as though they’re coming from your Outlook 

client as usual.  Once 365 is back up and running, Securence will redeliver all the email sent to your 

Continuity mailbox.   

 

Vastly improve your Office 365 exchange service with improved email accuracy, 

redundancy, instant email message recovery and unique effective help desk tools.  

 

Get the Best and Resolve False Positive Issues.  Securence provides the most effective and efficient 

email filtering possible with 17 layers of Anti-virus, phishing and spam blocking power — and it does so with 

the lowest possible number of false positives.  Securence provides multiple tiers of redundancy, backup and 

recovery with features like Shadowing, Continuity and Archiving.  In addition, Securence is hosted in US 

Internet's ultra-secure world class SSAE 

16 Data Center, which supports 

compliance with legal requirements like 

Sarbanes-Oxley. These factors make 

Securence the first choice for law firms, 

health care providers and other sectors 

that need first-rate performance out of 

their email management system. 

   
 

Securence brings your mission critical email to the next level with: 
      

 Email Shadowing.  Frustrated trying to get an email message 
restored using Office 365? With Securence you get Shadowing - 90 
days of instant email recovery of any inbound or outbound 
message. 

 Email Continuity.  Office 365 has and does go off line. With 
Securence Continuity you will be able to receive and respond to 
mission critical email even when 365 becomes unavailable. 

 Notifications.  Receive an email or a mobile phone SMS message 
when your 365 system is down. 
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 Mail Queuing.  Securence immediately queues all email for 30 Days. 
 Enhanced Administrative Features.  Managers enjoy Securence's easy to use admin portal, 

comprehensive management tools, spam digest and quarantine, easy release system, admin and 
user notifications. 

 Per-User Routing.  Deliver mail to more than one location, e.g. to both your company mail server and 
personal POP mail. 

 Live Expert Help Desk. When you call for help do you find yourself waiting in queue in an overseas 
call center? With Securence you always get a live expert who can help you resolve issues and get 
things setup the way you need them to be. 

 Redundancy. Securence provides multiple tiers of redundancy of backup and recovery with features 
like Shadowing, Continuity and Archiving.   

 
 
 

 

The Securence Advantage   

Why do top-ranking email managers prefer Securence?  In addition to the features listed above, 
Securence is respected as the only proactive Signature-Based email filtering and management 
solution.   
 
Why "Signature-Based"?   Since spammers and hackers are continuously coming up with new angles 
on how to penetrate security measures and get at your data, does it make any sense that a single 
static method would be an effective safeguard?  There are lots of them out there - Bayesian 
algorithms, honeypots, pattern detectors-and many providers who resell them. 
  
Instead of relying on a single filtering method, Securence takes a dynamic approach that 
incorporates the best and most relevant of all effective filtering techniques.  Signature-Based means 
that our dedicated team of experts monitor and analyze email messaging day in and day out on a 
global basis.  They develop signatures that identify, flush out and counter all of the latest spamming 
techniques and viruses as they evolve and appear.  Not only does this produce the most effective 
and efficient email filtering possible, but it does so with the lowest possible number of false 
positives.     
  
Isn't that what you want your email filter to do? 
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